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NOTE / Answer Four Question

1-In figure what is the resultant force on the
charge in the lower left corner of the square,
Assume that 9=10 C and a = Scm ? What is
the resultant force on the charge in the
Centre of the square?

Class:fsYl
Time: OLeL" 13$

Date:

2-For the circuit show in the figure find
Impedance, current and voltage a cross
R, L, C?

3-A solid sphere of diameter 20cm has a total positive charge of 2C

uniformly distributed throughout its volume. l-Calculate the electric
field intensity.at the following distances from the center of the
sphere: [a) 5 cm, (b) 10cm ,Z-How will your answers change if we
use A Iong straight metal rod has a same radius with a charge per
unitlength ot3oc/m. ? tr Hse

9a

4 / calculate the value of the electric
Potential and the Potential enerry point p
charge p (1C) when a=2 cm,
b=1C[lr-g=4C,+q=2C? q{

S-proton are accelerated from rest through a potential difference of
l!{., then shot into a uniform magnetic field of 2T with the trajectory
perpendicular to the field what is the trajectory radius and the
angular velocity and frequency of the proton?

Good Luck

I a

5OH"a
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Note answer Four questions only

a1\ (a) Araptr and find the domain and range for the following function

v-f(x):*? [7.5 marks]

(b) finA the Volume when the function bounded by y - 9TE| and x-axis

over the intervals [2, 0] is rotated about x-axis ? [10 marks]

Q2\ (a) rvatuate lim,- *#

(b) rvaruate/#

[7.5 marks]

[10 marks]

a3\ (a) Find the Value of k that makes the function

( x3 -zz
f (x) = | x-3 'x ) 3 

Continues at x=3?

lx' + kx ,x 13

(b) rvaluate /n(sl xex d.x

[7.5 marks]

[10 marks]

a4\ (a) rino Hn, - t sin t and x = sectz ?

(b) rinO the area bounded bv y : x2 and ! : 6

[10 marks]

* x [7.5 marks]

Q5\ (a) finO the3ggg1.lgof the tangent line and

forthelunction y - (x3 - 1)'atx=2?

(b) erore that *(sin-l u) : ft**t
Good luck

normal to the tangent

[10 marks]

[7.5 marks]
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Notes: Chose only Four guestions

Ql/A boll is throw stroight up into the oir ond hos o time of (6.25s) to
bock. Find theheightto which the boll rises beforeit reaches its peok?

Q2/ An eguotion shown on below, we ote osked f or f ind the dimensions

onolysis ond 5f units of viscosity (y).
V

F : _Znr L *y
Where: F (f orce), r (rodius), L (length).V (speed). R (distonce),

Q3/
A) Tf the box is touching to the woll os shown in Fig (1) ond o force is
opplied, f inds the work done by the f orce.

B) If o= (4,3), b = (4, -3), c = (-3,4) ond d = (-3, -4) arevectors.
Which of the followinj poirs of vectors is perpendiculor (with prove)?

oondb 2)oondc 3)bondc 4)condd

Q4/ A cor hove a coeff icient of friction between the ground ond its tires
of (0.85). Whot is the moss of the cor if it tokes (9620N) of force to moke

it slide olong the ground?

Q5/A boll is kicked ot on ongle of (35') with the ground os shown inFig(?).
o) Whot should be the initiol velocity of the boll so thot it hits a torget
thot is (30m) owoy ot o height of (1.8m)?

b) Whot is the time f or the boll to reoch the target?

Fis.(1) Fig.(21

Good Luck
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{nswer only four questions
q1) (17.s degree)

A) Choose the correct word or phrase: (7.5 degree)

1- I am from Venice, ltaly. ---- is a beautiful city. (He/ She/ lt/ lt's)

2- They in Europe for two weeks. (wasl arel were/ is)

3- ------------------ to go with me to concert on Friday? (Would you like/ Do you like/ Like)

4- How much are jeans? (that, those, this)

5- I am going to the stationary to get some (food/ birthday cardsl coffee)

B) Answer all of the following questions: (10 degree)

1- Complete the sentence with appropriate tenses: Edward ----- (wont) to be a manager. lstudyl business.

2- Write (a) or (an) in the correct place: She is architect. She works for large company.

3- Write each of (on/ at/with) in its correct place: I go jogging 7:00. I go out classmate. I go bicycling weekend.

4- Which word for females: niece/ son/ husband.

5- Compare using (good): I think that shirt is -------------this purple one.

Q2) Answer all of the questions. (17.5 degree)

L- Give the plurals of: day/ boxl knitelcountry/ bus. (5 degree)

2- Join the words in field 1 with word in field 2: fieldl: gasl internet/ post/ travel / sport.

field2: caf6/ agency/ office/ station / club. (5 degree)

3- Arrange the quantifiers from the most to the least: many/ few/ some/ nearly al!. ' (4 degree)

4- Describe yourself. How old are you? What do you look like? What are you wearing today? (3.5 degree)

Q3) Answer (A) and (B) branches. (17.5 degree)

A) Answer all of the following questions.: (10 degree)

1- Where is the nearest bank? Use the adjacent box

2- Which do you like better, team sports or individual sports?

3- Which films are funnier, horror films or comedies? Use your own information

4- Do not response to the invitation: Do you want to go with me to the soccer game tonight?

5- Ask by how often for the following answer: I do not exercise very often at all.

B) Answer all of the following questions.: (7.5 degree)

6- Rewrite the sentence using the word (love): I think horror films are great.

7- Rewrite the sentence using (hardly ever): I do not watch TV very much.

8- Answer the question: How long do you spend in the pool?

9- What do people call you?

10- DO you like pizza? Use (a Iot)

Q4) Read the passage: (17.5 degree)

We went to Thailand for our summer vacation last year. lt was our first trip to Asia. We spent a week in Bangkok and did

something different every day. We went to the floating market very early one morning. We did not buy anything there, we just

looked. Another day, we went to beach. lt was interesting. We also went on the river trip somewhere outside Bangkok, then we

got a river taxi to the floating market. We also went to two historic cities, "Ayuthaya and Sukhothia". The best thing about the

trip was the food. The next time we have friends over for dinner, I am going to cook Thai food.

Answer the following Seven question:

1- How long they stayed in Bangkok? 2- How many places did they visit in Thailand?

3- Wnicn thing that they liked better than others? 4- Which was more interesting, the beach trip or the river trip?

5- Give a word has the same meaning to the word "vacation". 5- Does the river taxi needs a street? Why?

7- What does the Ayuthaya and Sukhothia represent?

Q5) Write a paragraph of 70 word about your neighborhood, give a suitable title does not contain the word "neighborhood".
(17.5 degree)

GOOD LUCK

ce I Bank

Al-Senaa Street
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